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We investigate the fragmentation and isomerization of toluene molecules induced by strong-field ionization 
with a femtosecond near-infrared laser pulse. Momentum-resolved coincidence time-of-flight ion mass 
spectrometry is used to determine the relative yield of different ionic products and fragmentation channels 
as a function of laser intensity. Ultrafast electron diffraction is used to capture the structure of the ions 
formed on a picosecond time scale by comparing the diffraction signal with theoretical predictions. Through 
the combination of the two measurements and theory, we are able to determine the main fragmentation 
channels and to distinguish between ions with identical mass but different structures. In addition, our 
diffraction measurements show that the independent atom model, which is widely used to analyze electron 
diffraction patterns, is not a good approximation for diffraction from ions. We show that the diffraction data 
is in very good agreement with ab-initio scattering calculations. 

1. Introduction 

The ionization of toluene, C7H8, produces multiple fragments and triggers several rearrangement reactions, 
including the formation of the symmetric 7-ring tropylium cation and the sigmatropic shifts of hydrogen 
atoms[1-4] (see Figure 1). The toluene system has been studied using mass spectroscopy, including 
investigations of the isomerization pathway of C7H7

+ [1-7]. The cation yield when ionizing in intense laser 
fields depends on the laser intensity[8-11] and the wavelength[12]. Mass spectrometry experiments can 
identify the different fragments by mass, but cannot alone differentiate between isomers. For this reason, 
mass spectra are often combined with other measurements to determine isomer ratios, e.g. by using 
Coulomb explosion imaging[13].  Gas electron diffraction has a long history in the determination of the 
structure of neutral molecules[14] and has recently been coupled with synchronous mass spectrometry[15, 
16]. Ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) has been a valuable tool to capture molecular structures on the 
picosecond scale[17-19] and more recently to trace nuclear wavepacket dynamics on femtosecond time 
scales[20-26]. Electron diffraction has also been used to study the structure of cluster ions by scattering an 
electron beam from ions captured in a Paul trap [27-30], but as far as we are aware, there have not been any 
UED studies of ionized molecules in the gas phase. There are challenges in gas-phase UED from ions that 
are not present for neutral molecules. The first is that ionization in the gas creates a plasma that can distort 
the incoming electron beam[31]. The second is that the independent atom model (IAM), which is commonly 
applied to analyze and interpret UED data, is not a good approximation for scattering from ions. The IAM 
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assumes that the total scattering is the sum of the scattering from the individual atoms that make up a neutral 
molecule, ignoring bonding electrons and any net charge. Corrections to the IAM model have been 
considered to include bonding effects to more accurately determine the structure of neutral molecules[32]. 
In the case of ions, there is no straightforward way to correct for the net charge, which may be distributed 
across the molecule, thus an ab initio scattering calculation is preferable.

Here we present a multimodal investigation of the strong-field induced ionization, isomerization and 
fragmentation of toluene. The toluene molecules are ionized with a femtosecond laser pulse, and the ionic 
products are measured using momentum-resolved coincidence ion time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-
MS) and gas-phase UED. The momentum-resolved TOF-MS measurement determined the mass-to-charge 
ratio, momentum, and yield of each ion produced by the interaction with the laser pulse. In the UED 
measurement, a femtosecond electron pulse is scattered from the molecules a few picoseconds after the 
ionization. The UED signal is composed of the sum of the scattering from ionized and neutral molecules in 
the interaction volume. While TOF-MS can separate the ions by mass, it is not directly sensitive to structure. 
Specifically, it cannot distinguish between the C7H7

+ isomers tropylium and benzyl (see Figure 1). For the 
case when a single structure is present, the diffraction pattern can be directly compared with a model of the 
structure to determine the nuclear geometry. However, unambiguous structure determination is generally 
not possible if many unknown structures are present. We therefore use the results of the TOF-MS 
measurement to determine the most prevalent fragments and limit the number of structures in the UED data 
analysis. We then perform Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) calculations to model 
the most likely structure of each fragment, and use an ab-initio scattering calculations to derive simulated 
UED signals for each fragment. The best fit between experiment and theory is found by comparing the 
measured signal to a simulated scattering signal where the abundance of each fragment is parameterized. 
From the results, we can determine the yield of different fragments, including isomers. This work 
establishes a method to combine TOF-MS and UED data, and shows that UED experiments from ions 
cannot be accurately modeled with the IAM but are in good agreement with ab-initio scattering calculations. 
In this work, we have used UED to capture the molecular structures on picosecond time scales, however, 
the methods demonstrated here can also be applied in UED experiments with femtosecond resolution[21, 
22, 26] to capture the structural dynamics that lead to fragmentation in ionized molecules.

2. Experiment setup
2.1 Ultrafast electron diffraction

The UED setup comprises a DC photoelectron gun, electron beam optics, an RF cavity to compress the 
electron pulses, a target chamber, the detector and the synchronization electronics, all of which were 
described in detail in previous publications [33, 34]. A femtosecond laser with pulse duration of 50 fs, 2 mJ 
energy and 5 kHz repetition rate is used to trigger electron emission from the photocathode and to ionize 
the molecules. The molecules are ionized with the fundamental wavelength of the laser at 800 nm, while a 
frequency tripler is used to trigger the photoemission with a wavelength of 267 nm. Figure 2 shows the 
layout of the experimental setup including the laser system, the electron beamline, the RF synchronization 
and compression, and the interaction region. The laser system consists of a mode locked oscillator and a 
Ti: sapphire amplifier. The electron beamline comprises a cathode, a DC electric field that accelerates the 
electron pulse to a kinetic energy of 90 keV, magnetic deflectors, and a magnetic lens. The RF compression 
cavity has a 3 GHz longitudinal electric field that changes the velocity distribution of the electron pulses 
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such that it compresses longitudinally with a minimum pulse duration at the sample. The RF field in the 
cavity is timed using a home-made system that synchronizes the RF field to the 75 MHz repetition rate of 
the laser oscillator, following an earlier design [35]. A small fraction of the seed laser power, with repetition 
rate of 75 MHz, triggers a fast photo-diode to generate an electronic signal. This signal is filtered to select 
the 40th harmonic at 3GHz, which is then amplified via multiple low phase noise amplifiers and a high 
power amplifier to drive the RF cavity. A phase shifter is used to select the optimal phase of the RF cavity 
for compression by measuring the electron pulse duration using a streak camera[36]. A feedback loop is 
used to correct phase noise introduced by the high power amplifier. The system has been characterized over 
several hours to have a timing jitter of 50 fs rms.

In the interaction region (see the inset in Figure 2), toluene molecules are introduced seeded in a helium 
beam through a 50 µm nozzle. The total backing pressure on the nozzle is 140 torr, with a mix of 6 to 1 of 
helium to toluene. The diameter of the gas jet at the interaction region is 350 µm FWHM. A platinum 
aperture, 15 mm away at the upstream of the nozzle, is used to reduce the electron beam size to 100 µm 
FWHM. The number of electrons on the sample is 8,800 per pulse, corresponding to 7 pA of beam current. 
The scattered electrons are recorded using a phosphor screen optically imaged onto an electron-multiplying 
charge-coupled device (EMCCD). The directly transmitted electron beam is stopped using a beam block 
positioned in front of the screen to prevent saturation of the images. The spatial and temporal overlap of 
the laser and electron pulses is determined using the plasma lensing effect, where the laser is tightly focused 
to produce a strong plasma that distorts the electron beam [31]. The ionizing laser pulse has a time duration 
of 50 fs (FWHM), energy of 1.2 mJ and is focused to a spot size of 100 µm (H)× 170 µm (V) FWHM on 
the sample. The peak laser intensity on the sample is 116±20 TW/cm2. The value of the peak intensity is 
based on the measurements of laser pulse energy, duration and the spot size, and assumes a Gaussian 
temporal profile. The uncertainty in the intensity reflects the uncertainty in the measurement of the spot 
size. The angle between the laser and electron beam is 60 degrees. The overall temporal resolution of 
experiment is estimated to be 600 fs. The resolution is limited by the temporal broadening due to the 
velocity mismatch between laser and electron pulses, [37], which can in principle be improved using laser 
pulses with a tilted wavefront [26].

2.2 Momentum-resolved coincidence ion time-of-flight mass spectroscopy 

In order to determine the ionic products that are generated upon strong-field ionization of gaseous toluene 
as a function of (peak) intensity, a complementary momentum-resolved coincidence ion time-of-flight 
mass-spectroscopy experiment was conducted within the same intensity regime as used in the UED 
experiment. The experimental setup was similar to the one described in Ref. [38] but without splitting the 
laser beam into pump and probe pulses. Briefly, the linearly polarized output of a 2 mJ, 10 kHz Ti: Sapphire 
laser with a central wavelength of 794 nm was attenuated and focused on a gaseous molecular sample via 
a 75 mm back-reflecting spherical mirror that produced a focal spot diameter (1/e2) of approximately 3 m 
(calculated from the size of the incident beam by assuming a perfect Gaussian beam) centered on the 
molecular beam. The laser pulse duration during the experiment was 29 fs, as determined from a frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement. Peak intensities ranging from 30 to 220 TW/cm2  were 
chosen to cover the intensity range sampled by UED experiment. The peak intensity in the interaction region 
for the TOF-MS measurement was calibrated using change of the slope corresponding to the onset of 
rescattering plateau  in the recoil momentum spectrum of the Ne+ ion [39, 40] at 407  54  TW/cm2 and ±
scaling this value according to the pulse energy used for the TOF-MS data, which was controlled via a 
combination of half-wave plate and thin-film polarizer. 
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Gaseous toluene was introduced into the experimental chamber as a supersonic molecular beam mixed with 
250 Torr of helium as a carrier gas. The continuous molecular beam was introduced through a 30 m flat 𝜇
nozzle and collimated by a series of skimmers and apertures that separated the expansion chamber from the 
interaction chamber, which had a base pressure of approximately 5×10-11 Torr. At the position where it was 
crossed by the laser beam at an angle of 90°, the molecular beam had a diameter of approximately 4 mm 
(estimated geometrically from the arrangement of the skimmers and apertures that confined the beam). Ions 
generated by the interaction of the toluene beam with the laser pulses were detected using a COLTRIMS-
type [41, 42] ion momentum imaging spectrometer with a uniform electric field (field strength 126 V/cm) 
parallel to the laser polarization. Under these conditions, all ions with the kinetic energies up to 17 eV 
emitted in the full 4 solid angle were guided to a time- and position-sensitive delay-line anode 
microchannel plate (MCP) detector The amplified MCP and delay-line signals for each detected ion were 
processed by a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) and a multi-hit time-to-digital converter, and recorded 
shot-by-shot in a list-mode event file. The detector was operated with 2950 V bias voltage at the front plate, 
which, together with the selected CFD settings, ensured an approximately uniform detection efficiency for 
all ions independent of their mass-to-charge ratio[43]. From the time-of-flight and detector hit positions, 
the mass-to-charge ratio and three-dimensional momentum vector of each ion was determined assuming 
classical motion in the homogeneous electric field of the spectrometer. 

3. Theory 
3.1 Electron scattering calculation with independent atom model

The elastic scattering from a neutral molecule can be approximated using the diffraction theory based on 
the independent atom model (IAM). The diffraction intensity is an incoherent sum of scattering from 
individual molecules, in which electron waves scattered from atoms within a molecule interfere. Within the 

IAM, the diffraction signal of one molecule is written as  , where 𝐼(𝑠) = |∑𝑁_𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
𝑛 = 1 𝑓𝑛(𝑠)exp ( ― 𝑖𝑠 ∙ 𝑟𝑛)|2

Natoms is the total number of atoms in the molecule,  is the momentum change with magnitude , 𝑠 𝑠 =
4𝜋
𝜆 sin (𝜃

2)
θ is the scattering angle, λ is the deBroglie wavelength and   is the location of the nth atom. The diffraction 𝑟𝑛

intensity of a randomly oriented molecular ensemble is calculated by averaging over all possible 
orientations of the molecules, which can be separated into the atomic scattering term Iat and molecular 
scattering term Imol. 

                                                               (1a)𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐼𝑎𝑡 + 𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑙

                                                              (1b)𝐼𝑎𝑡 = ∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑛 = 1 |𝑓𝑛(𝑠)|2

                           (1c)𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑙 = ∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑖 = 1
∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 |𝑓𝑖(𝑠)||𝑓𝑗(𝑠)|cos [𝜂𝑖(𝑠) ― 𝜂𝑗(𝑠)]sin (𝑠𝑟𝑖𝑗)
𝑠𝑟𝑖𝑗

                                                                         (1d)𝑠𝑀 =
𝑠𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑎𝑡

where |fi(s)|and ηi(s) are the magnitude and phase of the form factor of the ith atom, and rij is the distance 
between ith and jth atom. The structural information of the molecule is encoded in Imol. The modified 
diffraction pattern sM is defined by equation (1d). A common way to investigate the change of molecular 
structural information is to calculate the diffraction difference intensity ΔImol(s,t) =Itotal(s,t)-Itotal(s,tref) [44]. 
Here Itotal(s,t) is the scattering intensity measured at time t after the laser excitation, and Itotal(s,tref) is a 
reference diffraction pattern recorded with the electrons arriving at the sample before the laser to capture 
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the ground state signal, which is used to remove the atomic scattering intensity and experimental 
background. 

Even though the IAM is a reasonable approximation for the description of electron scattering from neutral 
molecules in their ground electronic states, the coherent sum of pretabulated atomic potentials is insufficient 
when the charge distribution within the molecule changes significantly upon excitation. In the case of 
photoionization in particular, IAM is unable to account for the placement of a charge within the molecule, 
necessitating a more detailed description of the electron density in order to calculate the scattering from 
ionized species. 

3.2. Ab initio computation of electron scattering  

To calculate the elastic electron scattering intensity beyond the independent atom model and provide a 
correct representation of the electronic charge distributions,  one formulates the electron scattering signal 
in terms of the one-electron density of the molecule, , obtained from a direct treatment of the molecular ρ(𝑟)
electronic wavefunction and the geometry of the molecule. This method not only provides a better 
description of the electron diffraction process than IAM by appropriately distributing all molecular charges, 
it also enables a correct representation of the cationic products created in the toluene photo ionization and 
fragmentation. The rotationally averaged elastic electron scattering intensity within the first-Born 
approximation can be defined as, 

  (2a)𝑠4𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙/𝐼𝑅𝑢𝑡ℎ = 𝐼𝑒𝑒/𝐼𝑇ℎ + 𝐼𝑛𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛𝑛

where  is the elastic electron scattering signal,  is the Rutherford cross-section and  is the 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑅𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐼𝑇ℎ

Thomson cross-section. For scattering from an ensemble of molecules without any degree of alignment a 
full rotational averaging of the signal is necessary as described above.

The three terms in Eq. (2a) express the different interactions between the electron and the molecule in the 
diffraction process.  represents the electron-electron interaction and it is analogous to the elastic intensity 𝐼𝑒𝑒

in x-ray scattering, 

  (2b)𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑠) = ⟨|∫ρ(𝑁)(𝑟) 𝑒 ―ı𝑠𝑟d𝑟|2⟩θ,ϕ

where  corresponds to the Fourier transformation of the one-electron density   for the N-𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑠) 𝜌(𝑁)(𝒓)
electron system,   are the electronic coordinates and    represents the rotational averaging of the 𝒓 ⟨…⟩θ,ϕ

signal. 

The second term in Eq. (2a), ,  contains the nuclear-electron interactions of the scattered electron and it 𝐼𝑛𝑒

can be related to the Fourier transformation of the molecular one-electron density,  ,𝜌(𝑁)(𝒓)

  (2c)𝐼𝑛𝑒 = ―2∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑖 𝑍𝑖⟨∫ρ(𝑁)(𝑟) 𝑒ı𝒔𝑟 𝑑𝑟 𝑒 ―ı𝒔𝑹𝑖⟩θ,ϕ

where Natoms is the number of atoms in the molecule,   is the charge of the ith atom in the molecule and  𝑍𝑖 𝑅𝑖

is the ith atomic position. The last term in Eq. (2a) represents the nuclear-nuclear interaction and it only 
depends on the atomic positions , and the atomic charges , 𝑅𝑖 𝑍𝑖
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 (2d)𝐼𝑛𝑛 = ∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑖
∑𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑗 𝑍𝑖𝑍𝑗
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑠|𝑅𝑖 ― 𝑅𝑗|)

𝑠|𝑅𝑖 ― 𝑅𝑗|  

where the zeroth order spherical Bessel function,  , guarantees the full rotational averaging of 
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑠|𝑅𝑖 ― 𝑅𝑗|)

𝑠|𝑅𝑖 ― 𝑅𝑗|

the nuclear-nuclear term. 

The analytical evaluation of Eqs. (2a-2d) using ab-initio molecular wavefunctions can be performed using 
the methods outlined in Ref. [45, 46]. This procedure overcomes the common problem encountered in the 
IAM treatment as it adequately describes the distortion of the electron density in molecules due to chemical 
bonding [47], it is also valid to describe electron diffraction from excited states and charged systems. 

The modified diffraction pattern sM(s) still depends on the atomic contribution to the total signal. 𝐼𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 
The individual atomic form-factors can be reconstructed using the same wavefunction-based method and 
subtracted from  to build the sM(s). 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

4. Results 
4.1 Momentum-resolved ion time-of-flight mass spectra 

We have measured the momentum-resolved ion TOF spectra of gas-phase toluene after strong-field 
ionization with 800-nm laser pulses at peak intensities between 30 and 220 TW/cm2. As an example, the 
TOF spectrum for a peak intensity of 130 TW/cm2 is shown in Figure 3. Strong contributions from the 
parent ion (C7H8

+), parent dication (C7H8
2+), and the parent ion with one hydrogen or proton loss (C7H7

+) 
are observed along with several broad peaks corresponding to singly charged CmHn

+ fragments (m = 1-6, n 
= 0-8). The width of the latter is mainly due to significant kinetic energy release resulting from molecular 
fragmentation. In the (non-coincident) TOF spectrum in Figure 3, we can thus only resolve the groups 
corresponding to different numbers of carbon atoms, m, but not the individual peaks corresponding to a 
different number of hydrogen atoms, n. The integrated yield of C7H8

2+, C7H7
+, and each CmHn

+ fragment 
group, normalized to the yield of the C7H8

+ parent ion, for different peak intensities is given in Table 1.

Further information on the kinetic energy of the detected ions can be gained when plotting a projection of 
the detector hit position as a function of the ion TOF, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3. For each 
mass-to charge ratio, this graphs represents a scaled 2D projection of the 3D momentum distribution of the 
corresponding ion. Ions detected near the center of the detector (y=0) and in the middle of the corresponding 
time of flight peak have very small kinetic energies and, thus, correspond to ionic fragments generated by 
dissociative single ionization. In most cases, they are produced along with one neutral fragment that carries 
the remaining mass. In contrast, fragment ions produced by the Coulomb explosion of a dication produced 
via double ionization of the toluene molecule (or by the higher charge states) carry significant kinetic energy 
and spread out in both the detector hit position and the time of flight, thus appearing as ring- or disk 
structures in the two dimensional spectrum. The relative contribution of fragments stemming from single 
and double (or multiple) ionization can therefore be estimated by integrating the ion yields from each CmHn

+ 
group within the regions of interest shown as white and black dashed rectangles, respectively, for the 
representative example of the C4Hn

+ group. The corresponding yields are given in Tables 2 and 3. It is 
important to note that the separation into “low” and “high” kinetic energy ions solely based on the 
appearance in this two-dimensional spectrum is only an approximation since a precise determination of the 
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three-dimensional momentum and, thus, the kinetic energy is not possible for overlapping peaks of (non-
coincident) ions with different mass-to-charge ratios. Nevertheless, inspection of the values in Table 2 and 
3 shows that with the exception of C6Hn

+ fragments produced at the lower end of the covered intensity 
range, the majority of CmHn

+ fragments have high kinetic energies and are therefore created from double 
(or multiple) ionization. 

These findings are consistent with the analysis of a photoion-photoion coincidence spectrum, which is not 
shown here. Furthermore, this spectrum together with the two-dimensional TOF vs. position spectra  allows 
us to identify the ion species that contribute most strongly to each of the CmHn

+ fragment groups, which we 
list in the following in parentheses for each group, with the strongest fragments for each group shown in 
bold font: CHn

+(CH2
+, CH3

+), C2Hn
+(C2H2

+, C2H3
+), C3Hn

+(C3H3
+, C3H4

+, C3H5
+), C4Hn

+(C4H3
+, C4H4

+, 
C4H5

+), C5Hn
+(C5H3

+, C5H5
+, C5H6

+), C6Hn
+(C6H5

+, C6H6
+). This information allows us to limit the selection 

of ions and fragment pairs used to fit the UED data, as explained in the following.

Table 1. Abundance of different fragment ions normalized to the yield of the C7H8
+ parent ion. Note that 

the time scale of the TOF-MS measurements is on the order of several microseconds (see Figure 3).

I (TW/cm2) CHn
+ C2Hn

+ C3Hn
+ C4Hn

+ C5Hn
+ C6Hn

+ C7H8
2+ C7H7

+

220 17.1% 26.3% 30.9% 17.6% 17.2% 2.3% 4.8% 16.0%
170 8.6% 17.2% 21.0% 12.9% 13.9% 1.8% 3.5% 15.8%
130 4.7% 11.2% 13.9% 9.1% 10.9% 1.4% 2.5% 15.1%
90 1.2% 3.7% 5.0% 3.7% 5.7% 0.6% 1.1% 12.3%
65 0.5% 1.6% 2.4% 1.9% 3.4% 0.4% 0.6% 10.0%
30 0.4% 0.5% 0.8% 0.7% 1.3% 0.1% 0.1% 6.3%

Table 2. Abundance of fragments with high kinetic energies, normalized to the yield of the C7H8
+ parent 

ion. 

I (TW/cm2) CHn
+(high) C2Hn

+(high) C3Hn
+(high) C4Hn

+( high) C5Hn
+( high) C6Hn

+ (high)

220 14.2% 20.2% 22.3% 12.9% 10.5% 0.6%
170 7.0% 13.6% 15.4% 9.2% 8.0% 0.5%
130 3.8% 8.9% 10.2% 6.4% 5.8% 0.4%
90 1.0% 2.9% 3.6% 2.5% 2.4% 0.2%
65 0.4% 1.2% 1.6% 1.2% 1.2% 0.1%
30 0.4% 0.3% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0%

Table 3. Abundance of fragments with low kinetic energies, normalized to the yield of the C7H8
+ parent 

ion.

I (TW/cm2) CHn
+(low) C2Hn

+(low) C3Hn
+(low) C4Hn

+(low) C5Hn
+(low) C6Hn

+(low)

220 2.9% 6.1% 8.6% 4.7% 6.7% 1.7%
170 1.6% 3.6% 5.6% 3.6% 5.9% 1.3%
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130 0.9% 2.3% 3.7% 2.7% 5.1% 1.0%
90 0.2% 0.8% 1.5% 1.3% 3.3% 0.4%
65 0.0% 0.4% 0.8% 0.7% 2.2% 0.3%
30 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.9% 0.1%

4.2 ΔsM simulation

In order to simulate the UED signal, the fragmentation products are assumed to be the same as those 
measured in the TOF-MS experiment (listed in table 1). We have calculated the ground-state geometry of 
the neutral and ionic fragments of using a Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) level of 
theory and 6-311G basis sets using the electronic structure package Molpro [48]. The multiconfigurational 
character of this method correctly accounts for static electron correlation in the ground electronic state and 
increases the accuracy in the ground state geometry optimization in respect to other single reference 
methods. The active spaces and electrons considered for each fragment are listed in Table 4. They have 
been chosen to allow an accurate multideterminant description of the wavefunction and assure a 
compromise between accuracy and computational time. The electron scattering signals are simulated using 
the analytical method presented in the theory section 3.2 and outlined in previous publications[45, 47].

Table 4. CASSCF level of theory for the geometry optimization and electron scattering signal calculation. 
Each of the fragments is considered in its cationic and neutral form. The multiplicity of the fragments is 
changed accordingly. m is the number of active orbitals and n the number of active electrons. 

Fragments CH3 
+ CH3 CH2

+ CH2 C2H3 
+ C2H3 C2H2

+ C2H2 C3H4
+ C3H5

+

(m, n) 8,6 8,7 7,7 7,8 10,11 10,12 10,9 10,10 12,17 12,18

C3H3
+ C3H2 

+ C3H3 C3H4 C3H5 C3H2 C4H3 
+ C4H4 C4H4

+ C4H5
+ C4H5

12,16 10,17 12,17 12,18 12,19 10,18 8,10 8,12 8,11 8,12 8,13

C4H3 C5H6
+ C5H3 C5H6 C5H3

+ C5H5 C5H5 
+ C6H6

+ C6H3 C6H6 C6H3
+

8,10 11,15 11,13 11,16 11,12 11,15 10,14 9,11 9,9 9,12 9,8

C6H5 
+ C6H5 Bz+ CHT+ Tr+ Tol+ Tol2+ Tol H

8,10 9,11 8,9 8,9 8,8 8,9 8,8 8,10 3,1

In order to simulate the scattering signal, we assume that each fragmentation event of a toluene molecule 
produces only two fragments, called fragment pairs in the following text. This assumption neglects breakup 
into more than two fragments, which we assume to be a minor contribution at the given laser intensities. 
Furthermore, in accordance with the observations from the momentum-resolved ion imaging experiment, 
we explicitly consider the cases where one of the fragments in the pairs is charged and the other one neutral, 
i.e. dissociation after single ionization, and those cases where both fragments are charged, corresponding 
to double ionization and subsequent Coulomb explosion. The simulated diffraction difference signal for a 
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certain fragment pair, i.e. C6H5, CH3
+ , is calculated as , and for ∆𝐼(𝑠) = 𝐼𝐶6𝐻5(𝑠) + 𝐼𝐶𝐻 +

3 (𝑠) ― 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒(𝑠)
benzylum (Bz+ C7H7

+), .  The corresponding modified diffraction ∆𝐼(𝑠) = 𝐼𝐵𝑧 + (𝑠) + 𝐼𝐻(𝑠) ― 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒(𝑠)
signal is , where  is the atomic scattering intensity of the neutral toluene ∆𝑠𝑀(𝑠) = 𝑠∆𝐼(𝑠)/𝐼𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚_𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝐼𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚_𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑒

molecule. 

The ab initio calculation of elastic electron scattering for fragment pairs are shown in Figure 4 using the 
sM(s) convention. The sM of tropylium (Tr+) is close to that of cycloheptatriene (CHT+), and the sM of  the 
toluene cation (Tol+) is close to 1/3 times the sM of Tol2+. Figure 4 shows that the sM of fragment pairs can 
be classified to 6 groups, (C3Hm, C4Hn), (C6Hm, CHn), (C2Hm, C5Hn), (Tr+, CHT+), (Tol+, Tol2+), and Bz+. 
The elastic electron scattering simulation for the abovementioned fragment pairs utilizing the independent 
atomic model are shown in section S4 of the supplemental material for comparison. The most prominent 
cations from each group measured from time-of-flight mass spectroscopy are used for the fitting of the 
UED data, as explained in the following section. 

4.3 Ultrafast electron diffraction measurements 

We recorded a static diffraction pattern of toluene, and then recorded diffraction at different relative delays 
between the 800-nm pump laser pulse and the electron pulse. Figure 5 shows the data from the static 
diffraction pattern. The two-dimensional static diffraction patterns from toluene molecules are azimuthally 
averaged to obtain 1-dimensional Itotal(s). Equations (1a-1d) are used to calculate the modified diffraction 
intensity sM(s) for the static diffraction signal. The zero values of the calculated sM are used to fit and 
remove a background from the experimental Itotal(s). [44]. The removed background is composed of the 
atomic scattering, other experimental background scattering and noise. The background removal gives the 
Imol(s), shown in figure 5(a), from which the sM shown in Figure 5(b) is calculated. There is good agreement 
between the measured and theoretical sM.

Pump-probe diffraction patterns were acquired at four different relative delays between laser and electron 
pulses: -5 ps, 5 ps, 10 ps and 15 ps. The data at negative delay times corresponds to electrons arriving at 
the sample before the laser pulse. This data contains scattering from ground state toluene molecules and 
other background signals such as scattered laser light and background electrons, and will be used as a 
reference. Data was acquired for a total of 100 minutes at each time delay. Figure 6 shows the ΔsM signal 

at each time delay, where  , and Itotal(s,tref) is the data recorded at t = -5 ps. ∆𝑠𝑀(𝑠,𝑡) = 𝑠
𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑠,𝑡) ― 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑠,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓)

𝐼𝑎𝑡

The signal shows larger statistical variations at larger s, which are due to the lower signal level. We did not 
see significant differences at the different delay times, which suggest that there is no further fragmentation 
on the picosecond time scale, although there could be some fragmentation on longer time scales. 

As described above, we used simulated ΔsM from the most prevalent fragments, as determined from TOF-
MS, to fit the experimental data. Fitting to the individual time steps gave consistent results within the 
experimental uncertainties, so we show here fitting to the combined data set (average of all time steps) to 
reduce uncertainties. The fragments used for the fitting were: (C4H4

+,C3H4
+), (C6H5

+,CH3
+), (C5H3

+,C2H3
+),  

Tr+, Bz+ and Tol+. All fragments were assumed to have a charged partner, based on the momentum-resolved 
TOF-MS measurements that showed that the majority of the fragments are produced by double ionization. 
The fit results did not change significantly by including a small fraction of neutrals. Figure 1 shows three-
dimensional models of the fragments based on the calculated structures. The fragments in parenthesis are 
fragment pairs formed during the breakup of the parent molecule. 
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We note that in order to simplify the calculations, the geometry optimization was performed for fragments 
in their respective electronic ground states even though some fragments might be produced in electronically 
and/or vibrationally excited states. Accurate simulation of excited state patterns of each fragment can be 
challenging and is beyond the scope of this work. We expect that most fragments, many of which are open-
shell systems, would have returned to the electronic ground state after 5 ps. It has also been demonstrated 
before in the case of x-ray scattering experiments that the electronic excitation manifests as a secondary 
contribution to the scattering signal and is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the effect of 
molecular geometry changes[49-51]. Therefore, the inclusion of vertically excited fragments is not likely 
to produce significant differences in the fitting procedure. 

 In addition, no corrections relating to vibrational excitation of the fragments have been applied to the signal. 
Very little is known about the internal energy with which fragments are borne in the photoionization process, 
so that at the present time inclusion of vibrational effects is not possible. Separate studies have shown that 
the effect from vibrational excitation, at least for rigid molecules, is small even at very high temperatures[51, 
52].

The details of data analysis, fitting method and fitted parameters for the diffraction signal at different time 
delays are described in section S2 of the supplemental material. We used a bootstrapping algorithm to 
determine the confidence interval of the fitted parameters. Table 5 shows the result of the least-squares fit 
using the combined data. The analysis gives an excitation fraction of 12% (denoted as “ef” in the table) 
which corresponds to the fraction of molecules within the interaction volume that are ionized by the laser. 
The most prevalent structure in the fit is the parent ion, as expected. In our analysis, we included also the 
doubly ionized parent, since the structures are very similar and could not be separated by the diffraction 
measurement. Based on the TOF-MS measurements, we expect the singly ionized parent to be more 
prevalent. The fragment pair with the highest yield is C5Hm,C2Hn , followed by C4Hm,C3Hn  and C6Hm,CHn . 
We have also detected a significant amount of Benzyl+. The tropylium and CHT cations have very similar 
structures, so that their abundance could not be determined independently, but we have observed a small 
but significant amount of Tr+/CHT+ . 

Table 5. Fitted abundance of products and χ2 of the experimental ∆sM from combined data at 3 different 
time delays after time zero; “ef” denotes the total excitation fraction (see text)

5. Discussion 
5.1 Comparison of UED and TOF-MS measurements 

In this section, we compare the fragment yields as measured by TOF-MS and UED. While we aimed to 
make the measurements as comparable as possible, there are some significant differences. The first is the 
time scale. The TOF mass spectra are recorded when the ions reach the detector, i.e. microseconds after the 
ionization, while the UED data are captured within 5-15 ps after ionization. This leaves open the possibility 
that there will be further fragmentation between the time of ionization and when the TOF-MS data is 
captured. The second important difference is the intensity distribution. In the TOF-MS measurement, ions 
are collected from the whole focal volume defined by the intersection of the laser beam with the molecular 

Pairs C4Hm,C3Hn C6Hm,CHn C5Hm,C2Hn Tr+, CHT+ Bz+ Tol+,Tol2+ ef χ2

% 7.30±1.71 5.40±1.82 13.14±2.01 2.66±1.15 5.31±4.68 66.20±4.44 0.12 1.88±0.08
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beam. In the UED data, the electron beam is smaller than the laser beam, so in this data, the higher intensity 
region of the focus is sampled more heavily as compared to the TOF-MS measurement. A more detailed 
analysis of this effect is given in the supplemental material. Furthermore, we note that the pulse durations 
of the 800-nm laser pulses that induced the fragmentation where not identical (30 fs for tTOF-MS and 50 
fs for UED), which may lead to some differences in the branching ratios.

Another important technical difference is that TOF-MS is not sensitive to neutral fragments, while UED is 
sensitive to all fragments. In order to compare the two datasets, we therefore assume that for singly ionized 
fragments detected in the TOF-MS data, there is a complementary fragment that is neutral. For example, 
the yield of the neutral fragment C3Hm is equal that of the C4Hn

+ fragment in table 3. For the case of double 
ionization (high energy fragments in the TOF spectra), assuming the molecule breaks into two fragments, 
then both will be captured by the TOF-MS data. Thus, to calculate the total yield for a fragment pair 
including neutrals, we take the sum of the complementary pairs in the singly ionized data (Table 3) plus the 
yield of one of the complementary fragments measured in double ionization (Table 2). Assuming a two-
body breakup, the two complementary fragments should show the same yield in double ionization, but we 
have observed some differences, most likely due to three-body fragmentation events that we have neglected 
here or due to some remaining dependence of the detection efficiency on the ions’ mass, which have have 
tried to minimize but cannot exclude. Thus, to account for this uncertainty, we take as the lower bound the 
sum including the fragment with the lower yield and as a higher bound the fragment with the higher yield. 
For example, for the complementary pair (C4Hm, C3Hn), the lower bound is given by C4Hm

+(SI) + C3Hn
+(SI) 

+ C4Hm
+(DI), where (SI) and (DI) indicates fragments produced by single and double ionization, 

respectively. The corresponding upper bound is given by C4Hm
+(SI) + C3Hn

+(SI) + C3Hm
+(DI). 

Table 6 displays the relative fragment pair yields, calculated from the TOF-MS data to include both neutral 
and charged fragments, which can then be compared with the UED measurement. Table 7 shows the 
equivalent yields, normalized with respect to the yield of the parent ion, as calculated from the UED data. 
Based on this analysis, we see that the fragment yield of the UED experiment best matches the TOF-MS 
yield measured in the intensity range between 130 TW/cm2 and 170 TW/cm2. The UED experiment was 
carried out with a laser intensity of 116±20 TW/cm2, but due to the different sampling of the intensity 
distribution as described above, it is expected that the yield would best match the TOF-MS data at a higher 
intensity. Overall, the results of the two measurement are consistent. A possible source of discrepancy is 
the different laser focusing geometry and the volume over which the fragments are sampled in the two 
experiments. Our ab-initio scattering calculations and the resulting fit to the experimental data assumed 
ionic fragments in their electronic and vibrational ground states and thus ignored other possible fragment 
geometries that may contribute to the diffraction signal. Three-body fragmentation could in principle play 
a role, however, our momentum-resolved ion-ion coincidence measurements suggest that this is only a 
minor fragmentation pathway.

Table 6. Relative yield of fragment pairs normalized to yield of C7H8
+ from TOF-MS. The two values in each 

column represent the lower and upper bounds for the yield of that fragment pair (see text).

I (TW/cm^2) C4Hm, C3Hn C6Hm, CHn C5Hm, C2Hn

170 18.86% ~24.56% 3.44%~9.95% 17.44%~23.15%
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130 12.98%~16.51% 2.30%~5.68% 13.19%~16.29%

90 5.15%~6.30% 0.78%~1.62% 6.54%~6.98%

Table 7. Relative yield of fragment pairs normalized to  C7H8
+ from UED measurement.

Pairs C4Hm, C3Hn C6Hm, CHn C5Hm, C2Hn

Abundance(%) 11.03±2.69 8.16±2.80 19.85±3.32

5.2 Comparison Ab-initio and IAM scattering calculations

We present a comparison of the data with ab-initio scattering calculations and with a calculation based on 
the IAM. A previous UED experiment on photo-excited pyridine has shown that the IAM does not 
accurately represent the diffraction signal at low s for times within 1.5 ps after excitation[53]. There was 
an enhancement of the diffraction signal at low s that was attributed to increased inelastic scattering from 
molecules in the excited state, and the total diffraction signal was well matched using high-level simulation 
of the excited state dynamics and ab-initio scattering calculations. Here we show that the IAM does not 
reproduce the diffraction signal for ions and that ab-initio scattering can reproduce the signal accurately. 
The largest difference between the two is present at small s, where the scattering from ions approaches 
Rutherford scattering. 

In addition to the differences in elastic scattering from neutrals and ions, the UED signal at small angles 
can be distorted by the formation of a laser-induced plasma[31]. In a laser-induced plasma, electrons are 
separated from the positively charged parent ions. This separation creates macroscopic electric and 
magnetic fields that distort and deflect the electrons beam, preferentially in the direction of the laser 
polarization[54, 55]. In practice, in a UED experiment, this results in a small fraction of the transmitted 
electron beam leaking out of the beam stop and adding additional counts. The detector counts at low-s due 
to plasma deflection show a strong anisotropy due to the polarization dependence of the deflection, while 
the diffraction pattern is isotropic. We used a Legendre projection of the 2D diffraction patterns to remove 
anisotropic contributions and keep only the isotropic part of the intensity. With this method we were able 
to remove the plasma-deflected electrons and retrieve the diffraction signal at low scattering angles.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the experimental ΔsM with the ab-initio scattering calculations (Figure 7 
(a)) and with the IAM (Figure 7(b)). The same fitting procedure (described in detail in the supplementary 
material S2) was used in both cases. The fit shown in Figure 7(a) corresponds to the fragment yields given 
in Table 5. Figures 7(c-d) show the difference between the data and best fit. There is a clear upward trend 
in the ΔsM at small angles that is accurately captured by the ab-initio calculations, but completely missed 
by the IAM. This increase in signal at low s is due to the net charge of the molecules. There is also a 
significant discrepancy in the signal at larger s when using the IAM, in part because the fit cannot accurately 
capture the low-s signal. The residuals show that the ab-initio fit is very accurate. The signal-to-noise ratio 
in the measurement decreases for larger s because the Imol intensity is proportional to s-5. However, it is 
clear from Figures 7(c-d) that the trend in the residuals is a flat line for the ab-initio calculations but contains 
significant modulations for the IAM that are larger than the statistical variations in the data. 
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6. Conclusion

We have presented a multimodal study of the strong-field induced ionization, fragmentation and 
isomerization of toluene using momentum-resolved TOF-MS, UED, high-level structure calculations, and 
ab-initio scattering theory. The TOF-MS data was used to select the most prominent fragments that were 
then used to fit calculated diffraction signals from those fragments to the UED data. This allowed us to 
extract the yield of the fragments and to distinguish between isomers that cannot be separated in the TOF-
MS data. We have also analyzed in detail the comparison between the TOF-MS and UED data. The major 
considerations are that TOF-MS is only sensitive to charged fragments, while the UED signal is an average 
over all neutral and charged molecules. We were able to compare the two datasets by distinguishing the 
products from single and double ionization in the mass spectra, and found consistent results between the 
two methods. We have also demonstrated that UED from ions can be accurately modeled using ab initio 
scattering methods, provided the electrons deflected from the plasma are removed during the data analysis. 
This work presents a roadmap for further UED experiments from ions and towards multimodal studies 
combining TOF-MS, UED, and theory. The methods demonstrated here, combined with femtosecond 
resolution UED[21, 22, 26] and finer sampling in time, can be applied to reveal not only the ionization 
products but also the structural dynamics that leads to fragmentation, extending the applicability of 
femtosecond UED to probe dynamics not only in neutrals but also in ions. Future studies will cover the 
timescale between 100 fs and hundreds of picosecond, covering both the structural rearrangements leading 
to fragmentation on the femtosecond scale and the evolving structures over a longer time scale.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional models of some of the products of toluene ionization. The structures were 
calculated using the methods described in the text in section 4.2. The fragments are a) (C4H4

+,C3H4
+), b)  

(C6H5
+,CH3

+),  c) (C5H3+,C2H3
+),  d) tropylium Tr+,  e) benzylum (Bz+), and f) ionized toluene (Tol+)
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Figure 2. Diagram of the experimental layout for the UED experiment (not to scale). The lines drawn in red 
color correspond to the path of the 800 nm wavelength laser pulse. A fraction of the laser is converted to 
the third harmonic at 267 nm to drive the photocathode, with the path shown here in light blue. The path 
drawn in green corresponds to the electron beam trajectory from the photocathode to the detector. Camera 
1 captures the light generated by the electrons impinging on the phosphor screen. Camera 2 is used to 
monitor the laser pulse. The path in purple corresponds to the 3 GHz RF signal used to drive the RF cavity. 
The dark blue path is the electric 5 kHz trigger signal from the laser control unit to control the release timing 
of laser pulse and 3 GHz pulse. The inset shows a sketch of geometry of laser and electron pulse at the 
interaction region. OSC=oscillator, PD=photo diode, FLT=filter, AMP=amplifier, ISO=isolator, 
SDG=coherent signal delay generator, Att.=attenuator, RF.S=RF switch, DIV=power divider, PS=phase 
shifter, C.V.= control voltage, F.E.=feedback electronics, P.DET=phase detector, D.C.=directional coupler, 
MR=mirror, ML=magnetic lens, MD=magnetic deflector, COL=collimator, GJ=gas jet, BS=beam stop, 
PH.S=phosphorus screen, Cam=camera.
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Figure 3. Ion time-of-flight mass spectrum (top) and two-dimensional spectrum of the detector hit position 
(along the laser propagation direction) plotted as a function of ion time-of-flight (bottom) of toluene after 
strong-field ionization at 130 TW/cm2. The laser polarization is along the time-of-flight axis. Contributions 
from residual gas are labeled in grey. The peaks corresponding to the parent ion, dication, and the parent 
ion with one hydrogen loss are cut in order to zoom in on the fragment ions; their peak maxima are indicated 
above each peak. The white and black dashed rectangles show the regions of interest used to estimate the 
yield of fragments stemming from single and double ionization, respectively (see text).
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Figure 4. Simulated ∆sM of fragment pairs and other ionic products using ab initio computation.
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Figure 5. Static diffraction of toluene with a simulation of the diffraction signal based on the IAM. (a) The 
blue curve shows an azimuthally averaged experimental diffraction pattern after subtraction of the 
background image measured without gas in the chamber. The red curve shows the fitted background, 
including the atomic scattering  and other background scattering. The green curve shows the molecular 𝐼𝑎𝑡

scattering Imol by taking the difference of Imol  and the fitted background. The inset shows the molecular 
structure of toluene. (b) The simulated (red) and experimental (blue) modified diffraction intensity sM(s) 
of toluene. The experimental sM is calculated from Imol in (a) and theoretical Iat. 
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Figure 6. Experimental ΔsM at different times delays (a) 5 ps, (b) 10 ps and (c) 15 ps. The blue lines show 
the ΔsM while the red lines show the data after a low-pass filter. 
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Figure 7. Fitting of the ΔsM from the combined data at 3 time delays after time zero. (a) Fitting with ab-
initio electron scattering calculation; (b) Fitting with scattering simulation using independent atom model; 
(c-d) are the residual of the fitting shown in (a-b).
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S1 Cation yields and laser intensity distribution

Here we describe the differences in the focal geometry of the TOF mass spectrometry and UED experiments, 
and how that might influence the measurements. The main difference is that the TOF measurement involves 
a single pulse, the laser, and ions are collected from the whole focal volume. In the UED experiment, the 
electron beam crosses the laser focus at an angle, thus, only the part of the laser focal volume is sampled 
by the electron beam. In our case, the electron beam is smaller than the laser beam, so the electrons 
preferentially sample molecules in the higher intensity region of the laser focus. Assume P(k, I) is the 
probability of one cation k created from one toluene molecule per laser pulse with an uniform intensity I, 
and ρ(I)dI is the number of molecules ionized by the laser field over the intensity range dI. The number of 
cations k generated is . Here ρ(I) is the number density of molecules illuminated 𝑑𝑁(𝑘,𝐼) = 𝑃(𝑘,𝐼)𝜌(𝐼)𝑑𝐼
by laser intensity I. The molecule number density can be numerically calculated according to the interaction 
geometry. Integration of the equation over all laser intensities gives the total number of cations k, 𝑁(𝑘) =

. The relative abundance of cation k is . ∫𝑃(𝑘,𝐼)𝜌(𝐼)𝑑𝐼 𝑁(𝑘) ∑
𝑖𝑁(𝑖)
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Figure S-1. (a) geometry of laser, electron beam and gas jet in UED experiment; (b) laser and gas jet in 
TOF

For the UED experiment, the diameter of the beams in the interaction region in full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) is 350 μm for the gas jet, 100 um×170 μm for the laser beam and 100 μm for the electron beam. 
In this setup the laser focus (20 μm FWHM) is 5 mm in front of the interaction region. The Rayleigh length 
is 1.13 mm, and the gas jet is 5 mm away from the laser focus. The laser beam diameter is approximated as 
constant over the width of the gas jet. The laser intensity in the gas jet can be written as 

                                           (S-1a)𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑈𝐸𝐷(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝐼0𝑒
―(

𝑥2

2𝑐2
𝑥

+
𝑦2

2𝑐2
𝑦
)

The pulse energy E is equal to the integration of  over both time and space. Here 𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑈𝐸𝐷(𝑥,𝑦)𝑒
―

𝑡2

2𝑐2
𝑡 𝐼0 =

, based on measurements of pulse duration, energy and spot size. The intensity 
𝐸

(2𝜋)3/2𝑐𝑥𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑡
= 116TW/cm2

of the electron beam and gas jet can be written as 

(S-1b)𝐼𝑒_𝑈𝐸𝐷 =
1

2𝜋𝑐2
𝑒
𝑒

―
(1
2𝑥 +

3
2 𝑧)

2

+ 𝑦2

2𝑐2
𝑒

(S-1c)𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑠_𝑈𝐸𝐷 =
1

2𝜋𝑐2
𝑔
𝑒

―(
𝑥2 + 𝑧2

2𝑐2
𝑔

)

The percentage of molecules that contribute to the diffraction signal and are pumped by a certain laser 
intensity is determined by the overlap of the electron beam and gas jet. The 1/e2 width of the electron beam 
and gas jet are used to determine the overlap region. The laser intensity range from IL to I0 is considered in 
the numerical calculation, with the assumption that the relative yield of cations generated below laser 
intensity IL is negligible. Here we assume IL=1 TW/cm2. The molecule number density ρ(I) is calculated 
using ρ(I)= Δn/ΔI, where Δn is the number of molecules in the spatial region corresponding to laser intensity 
between I and  I+ΔI. The cumulative number of molecules n(I) and density ρ(I) is shown in figure S-2.  n(I) 
represents the number of molecules illuminated by an intensity larger than I. 
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Figure S-2. UED (blue), TOF (red); (a) molecule number cumulative distribution n(I) with total number 
normalized to 1. (b)the molecule number density ρ(I) =-dn/dI

For the TOF mass spectra measurement, the diameter of the gas jet (FWHM) is 4000 μm, the diameter of 
laser focus (FWHM) 3.53 μm , and Rayleigh length is 10 μm , see figure S-1(b). The laser intensity can be 
written as 

      (S-2a)𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑇𝑂𝐹 = 𝐼0( 𝑤0

𝑤(𝑧))
2
𝑒

―2(𝑥2 + 𝑦2)

𝑤(𝑧)2

where  , waist radius w0=1.5 μm, and Rayleigh length  . The gas jet can be 𝑤(𝑧) = 𝑤0 1 + (
𝑧

𝑧𝑅
)

2
𝑧𝑅 =

𝜋𝑤0
2

𝜆

expressed as equation (S-1c) with a different cg=4000 μm. The 1/e2 width of the gas jet and the laser 
intensity ranging from 1TW/cm2 to I0 are used to calculate the n(I) and ρ(I) , shown in figure S-2. The 
comparison, assuming the same peak intensity in both cases, shows that the UED measurement will sample 
more molecules at higher intensities, relative to the TOF measurement.

S2 UED data analysis and fitting

Here we describe the steps for processing the UED experimental data. 

(a) Image cleanup and normalization: The region of the image blocked by the beam stop is removed from 
the analysis. Outlier pixels are removed from each image. Each image is normalized to the average value 
of data within 60×60 pixels around s=2.4A-1. 

(b) Difference diffraction signal: The average diffraction pattern of 100 images (each with 1 min. 
acquisition time) is computed for each of the time delays: -5ps, 5ps, 10ps and 15ps. The diffraction 
difference pattern are calculated by taking the difference of the combined images for time delays at 5ps, 
10ps and 15ps with the reference at -5ps,  . ∆𝐼2𝑑(𝑠,𝑡) = 𝐼2𝑑(𝑠,𝑡) ― 𝐼2𝑑(𝑠,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓 = ―5𝑝𝑠)
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(c) Azimuthal averaging: We applied Legendre projection [1] to the 2-dimensional diffraction difference 
pattern to obtain the isotropic component, and then azimuthally averaged the 2-dimensional diffraction 
difference pattern to calculate 1-dimensional diffraction difference signal  and corresponding ∆𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑠,𝑡)
standard errors for each s as . The modified diffraction difference intensity is calculated by 𝜎(𝑠,𝑡) ∆𝑠𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =

, shown in figure S-3, where  is the simulated atomic scattering of toluene.
𝑠∆𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝐼𝑎𝑡_𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑎𝑡_𝑡𝑜𝑙

Figure S-3. (a-c)  for different time delays using reference time tref=-5ps. ∆𝑠𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝

(d) Background correction: The modified diffraction signals have a residual background. To obtain the 
abundance of fragment pairs from the experimental modified diffraction signal ΔsMexp(s), we first remove 
the residual background with the method [2] used to fit the residual background for static diffraction. We 
construct a function with the simulated ΔsM (labeled as  in the following equation) from each fragment 𝑦𝑗(𝑠)

pair and a set of parameters,   . The values of experimental data at the zero ∆𝑠𝑀𝑇(𝑠,𝑐𝑗) = ∑𝑘
𝑗 = 1𝑐𝑗𝑦𝑗(𝑠)

positions of  are used to fit a background  with a 2nd order polynomial. The set of ∆𝑠𝑀𝑡(𝑠,𝑐𝑗) 𝑏(𝑠,𝑐𝑗)

coefficients  with the constraint  (ef indicates the percentage of toluene ionization) that 𝑐𝑗 ∑𝑘
𝑗 = 1𝑐𝑗 = ef

minimizes the equation  gives the yield of each fragment 𝜒2(𝑐1,𝑐2,…,𝑐𝑘) =
1

𝑁 ― 𝑘∑𝑁
𝑥 = 1(

𝑌(𝑥) ―  𝑏(𝑥,𝑐𝑗) ― 𝑌𝑇(𝑥,𝑐𝑗)
𝜎(𝑥) )

2

pair. 

(e) Fitting: We used an iterative method to find the local minimum of .  Assume the initial coefficients 𝜒2

for each component are , we construct the scan range for each coefficient  by adding and (𝑝1
1,𝑝1

2,…,𝑝1
𝑘) 𝑐𝑗

subtracting a small value ,  ( ). Therefore, there are 3k sets of coefficients, one of which 𝛿𝑗 𝑝1
𝑗 ― 𝛿𝑗,𝑝1

𝑗 ,𝑝1
𝑗 + 𝛿𝑗

gives the minimum value of , for example , will be used as  the new coefficients 𝜒2 (𝑝1
1,𝑝1

2 ― 𝛿2,…,𝑝1
𝑘 + 𝛿𝑘)

 for the next iteration. Each iteration follows the gradient of the  and provides a smaller . (𝑝2
1,𝑝2

2,…,𝑝2
𝑘) 𝜒2 𝜒2

The calculation iterates many times until   is no more than . The 𝜒2(𝑝𝑚
1 ,𝑝𝑚

2 ,…,𝑝𝑚
𝑘 ) 𝜒2(𝑝𝑚 + 1

1 ,𝑝𝑚 + 1
2 ,…,𝑝𝑚 + 1

𝑘 )
iterations adjust the coefficients automatically to approach a smaller  each time until the minimum is 𝜒2

found. 

(f) Fitting results and standard error: Bootstrapping is used to obtain the standard error of the fitted 
parameters. 100 images are randomly selected out of the 100 images for each time delay to calculate the 
ΔsMexp(s), followed by the parameters fitting, to obtain the parameter and confidence interval of each 
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component. The simulated sM of the most prevalent cations (C4H4
+,C3H4

+), (C6H5
+,CH3

+), (C5H3
+,C2H3

+),  
Tr+, Bz+ and Tol+, are chosen to do the fitting for the ΔsMexp(s). Figure S-4 shows the fitted results of the 
modified diffraction-difference signal  at time delays of 5 ps, 10 ps and 15 ps. The combined data set, ∆𝑠𝑀
i.e. the average of the 3 different time delays, is fitted to obtain the normalization constant (ef in Table S-
1), which corresponds to the percentage of ionized molecules within the interaction volume. The parameters 
and the confidence intervals using the bootstrapping approach are shown in table S-1. The fragment yields 
at different time delays are shown in figure S-5. There is some indication that some fragment yields might 
increase after 5 ps, although further study is needed to reduce the uncertainties to address this point. Overall 
the fragment yields observed at different times are in agreement within the measurement uncertainties. The 
results of the fit are comparable when using different fragment pairs form each group to do the fit. The 
yields  obtained from fitting using the second most prevalent cations (C4H3

+,C3H5
+), (C6H5

+,CH3), 
(C5H5

+,C2H3
+),  Tr+, Bz+ and Tol+ cations is shown in figure S-6, which shows similar results. The results 

are not very sensitive to the number of hydrogen atoms in each fragment. 

Figure S-4.  fit for time delay: (a) 5ps, (b)10ps, (c)15ps. experimental  (blue); theoretical  ∆𝑠𝑀 ∆𝑠𝑀 ∆𝑠𝑀
(red).
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Figure S-5. Cation yields using the fragment pairs (C4H4
+,C3H4

+), (C6H5
+,CH3

+), (C5H3
+,C2H3

+),  Tr+, Bz+ 
and Tol+ cations. The last bar in each plot is the cation yield fitted with combined dataset.

Table S-1. Fitted abundance of the experimental ∆sM. The last row (C) is fitted parameters with the 
combined data at 3 different time delays after time zero.

% C4Hm,C3Hn C6Hm,CHn C5Hm,C2Hn Tr+,  CHT+ Bz+ Tol+ ef 𝜒2

5ps 3.13±2.14 1.48±2.08 15.77±2.79 4.41±1.41 1.44±3.17 73.78±3.41 0.12 1.88±0.09
10ps 7.26±2.19 4.37±2.51 13.73±2.91 3.70±1.45 9.78±6.34 61.18±6.70 0.12 1.85±0.11
15ps 8.09±2.31 4.95±2.15 13.79±2.34 2.29±1.47 4.63±5.63 66.27±5.58 0.12 1.82±0.09

C 7.30±1.71 5.40±1.82 13.14±2.01 2.66±1.15 5.31±4.68 66.20±4.44 0.12 1.88±0.08
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Figure S-6. Cations yields using the fragment pairs (C4H3
+,C3H5

+), (C6H5
+,CH3), (C5H5

+,C2H3
+),  Tr+, Bz+ 

and Tol+ cations. The last bar in each plot is the cation yield fitted with combined data at three different 
time delays after time zero. 

 

S3 Simulated ΔsM using the independent atomic model (IAM)

Here we calculate the ΔsM of the fragment pairs using the IAM for the comparison with the ab-initio 
scattering calculations (Figure S-7). We use the geometry optimized (section 4.2 main text) with CASSCF 
level of theory (table 4 in the main text).
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Figure S-7. Simulated ∆sM for fragments pairs using diffraction theory based on the independent atomic 
model 
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